**Key to Subject and Major Codes**

This document is a key to the **SUBJECT** and **MAJOR CODES** listed in the **WebAdvisor** function “Search Course Schedule”

**UNDERGRADUATE STUDIO MAJOR CODES**

- ANIMA  Animation
- ARCHT  Architecture
- CERAM  Ceramics
- COMAR  Community Arts
- CORES  Core (First Year Studio)
- CRITI  Interdisciplinary Critique
- DIVST  Diversity Studies Studio
- ELECT  Elective
- FASHN  Fashion Design
- FILMS  Film (formerly Media Arts)
- FURNT  Furniture Design
- GLASS  Glass
- GRAPH  Graphic Design
- ILLUS  Illustration
- INDIV  Individualized Major
- INDUS  Industrial Design
- INTER  Interior Design
- MEDIA  Media Arts (see FILMS)
- METAL  Jewelry/Metal Arts
- PHOTO  Photography
- PNTDR  Painting/Drawing
- PRINT  Printmaking
- SCULP  Sculpture
- TEXTL  Textiles
- UDIST  Interdisciplinary Studio

**UNDERGRADUATE HUMANITIES & SCIENCES MAJOR CODES**

- ARTED  Art Education
- CRTSD  Critical Studies
- CULTH  Cultural History
- DIVSM  Diversity Studies Seminar
- MATHS  Mathematics
- METHS  Methods Seminar
- SCNCE  Science
- SOCSC  Social Science/Philosophy
- VISST  Visual Studies
- WRLIT  Writing & Literature

**GRADUATE STUDIO MAJOR CODES**

- CURPR  Curatorial Practice
- DESGN  Design
- DSMBA  Design Strategy
- FINAR  Fine Arts
- GELCT  Grade Wide Elective
- MARCH  Architecture
- VISCR  Visual Criticism
- WRITE  Writing